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SECTION ‘A’ 

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) – (M.C.Qs.)  
 

NOTE: i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. 

   Each question carries one mark. 

ii) Do not copy the part questions in your answer script. Write only the answer in full against the 

proper number of the question and its part. 

iii) The code of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in the beginning of the answerscript. 
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 
 

i) The founder of the Mughal empire in the sub-continent was: 

* Akbar  * Babar  * Jahangir  * Shah Jahan 
 

ii) Muhammad bin Qasim conquered Sindh in A.D.: 

* 512   * 612  * 712  * 812 
 

iii) Harappa ruins are in: 

* Sindh  * Balochistan * Punjab * Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa  
 

iv) The region of Indus Valley Civilization is situated in: 

 * Afghanistan  * Iran  * India  * Pakistan 
 

v) Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was the founder of: 

 * Hijrat movement    * Khilafat movement 

 * Aligarh movement    * Pakistan movement 
 

vi) The Lucknow pact was signed in the year A.D.: 

* 1913  * 1916  * 1919  * 1921 
 

vii) Shah-jo-Risalo is the poetic collection of: 

* Bulhay Shah     * Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai 

* Lal Shahbaz Qalandar    * Suchal Sarmast 
 

viii) The largest river in Pakistan is: 

* Chenab  * Indus  * Ravi  *  Jhelum 
 

ix) The National poet of Pakistan is: 

 * Allama Iqbal * Faiz Ahmed Faiz * Ahmed Faraz * Hafeez Jalandhari 
 

x) The famous poet of Pashto is: 

 * Hashim Shah  * Waris Shah * Nasir Kazmi * Rehman Baba 
 

xi) The plan proposed by Lord Mountbatten is called the: 

* 23
rd

 March plan * 3rd June plan * 14
th

 August plan * 3
rd

 December plan 
 

xii) The war of Independence started in the year A.D.: 

*        1757  * 1857  * 1905  * 1947 
 

xiii) It is recited in the ear when a baby is born in a Muslim family: 

* Azaan  * Kalima  * Bismillah * Quranic verse 
 

xiv) Islam spread in the sub-continent through the: 

 * Poets  * Emperors * Sufis  *           Teachers 
 

xv) The number of climatic regions in Pakistan is: 

 * Two  * Three  * Four  * Six 
 

xvi) The highest mountains peak of Pakistan is:  

* Nanga Parbat     * Murree Hill  

* K-1 Masherbauns     * K-2 Godwin Austin 
 

xvii) The border of Pakistan with Afghanistan is called: 

* Control line  * Functional line * Frontier line * Durand line 
 

xviii) The organization that represents Muslim countries is called: 

* ECO  * SAARC  * NAM  * OIC 
 

xix) The name of Hazrat Mujaddid Alif Sani was: 

* Shaikh Ahmad * Shaikh Akbar * Wali Ahmad * Noor Muhammad 
 

xx) Moen-jo-Daro is situated in: 

 * Larkana  * Hyderabad * Dadu  * Sanghar 

 

---------------xxxxxxxxxx--------------- 

 

Write this Code No. in the Answerscript. 

The correct answers are 
highlighted in red colour. 



 


